Abstract: We present the calculation of the decay H → bbj at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy. We consider contributions in which the Higgs boson couples directly to bottom quarks, i.e. our predictions are accurate to order O(α 3 s y 2 b ). We calculate the various components needed to construct the NNLO contribution, including an independent calculation of the two-loop amplitudes. We compare our results for the two-loop amplitudes to an existing calculation (finding partial agreement). We present multiple checks on our two-loop expression using the known infrared factorization properties as the emitted gluon becomes soft or collinear. We use our results to construct a Monte Carlo implementation of H → bbj and present jet rates and differential distributions in the Higgs rest frame using the Durham jet algorithm.
Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2] has set a large part of the agenda in high energy physics for the foreseeable future. Of primary concern is the need to determine the properties of the Higgs boson in relation to the predictions of the Standard Model (SM). This is mainly achieved through measurements of the couplings of the Higgs boson to the other SM particles and the Higgs coupling to itself. The Higgs self-coupling is of particular interest, since it is intimately linked to the electroweak symmetry breaking potential, the form of which is still unconstrained through measurements of the Higgs mass alone (although its remaining properties are predicted in the SM). Any additional physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM) could lead to significant changes in the shape of the electroweak symmetry breaking potential, and thus lead to deviations from the SM predictions.
Measuring the properties of the Higgs boson is an ongoing task. In regards to that, the LHC has already achieved a remarkable precision with existing Run II measurements and will significantly improve upon these results over the course of the next decade. Plans are afoot for future colliders beyond the LHC (FCs) and a particularly appealing prospect regarding Higgs precision physics is the construction of a lepton collider. Due to the clean experimental conditions, future lepton colliders should be able to probe the properties of the Higgs boson down to per-mille level accuracy [3] [4] [5] .
The Higgs boson decays predominately to bottom quark pairs (bb), and therefore a large part of the experimental program at the LHC and putative FCs consists in measuring the properties of this decay. At the LHC the H → bb process can be accessed through associated production channels pp → V H followed by a subsequent H → bb decay [6, 7] or directly, by using jet substructure techniques and by looking in the high-p T H + j channel [8] , where the backgrounds can be controlled to such a level as to make this measurement a possibility.
In both situations precise predictions are mandatory to ensure that theoretical calculations have a similar or smaller uncertainty than the experimental counterparts. This will become even more pressing at an FC, for which historical measurements from LEP for Z/γ * → jets already show that the level of experimental uncertainty will be very small indeed.
Given its importance for LHC physics, the study of Higgs plus multi-parton production has received significant theoretical attention over the last couple of decades. Working within the effective field theory, in which the top quark is treated as infinitely heavy, the production of a Higgs through gluon fusion is known to N 3 LO in QCD [9, 10] , and recently, using the method of Q T subtraction [11] , differential predictions at this order have been computed [12] . In order to compute pp → H differentially at N 3 LO, pp → H + j must be available at NNLO, pp → H +2j at NLO, and pp → H +3j at LO. These computations have all been performed [13] [14] [15] 1 . Of particular note for this work is the calculation of pp → H +j at NNLO, which requires the analytic computation of H → 3 partons in the EFT [17] . The related process in which the Higgs boson decays to three partons via a tree-level coupling to b-quarks has been less well-studied in the literature. Attention has naturally been focused on the H → bb process which has been studied at NLO [18] and NNLO [19, 20] , and inclusively is known to O(α 4 s ) [21] . No complete NNLO prediction for H → bbj is available, although a calculation of the two-loop amplitudes has been presented [22] .
The aim of this paper is twofold. Firstly, we perform an independent computation of the two-loop amplitudes for H → bbg which have been presented in the literature in Ref. [22] . Secondly, we use these results to produce a NNLO Monte Carlo code for the H → bbj process. The primary goal is to establish whether we can effectively integrate out the additional jet at NNLO. By successfully doing so, we open up the possibility of studying H → bb production at N 3 LO. We perform this calculation in a companion paper [23] .
Our paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we give a general overview of the calculation, while a detailed discussion of our two-loop computation is presented in Section 3. We discuss the results of our Monte Carlo implementation of H → bbj in Section 4. After drawing our conclusions, we present the full analytic results of our two-loop amplitudes in the appendix.
2 Overview of the calculation
General overview
In this paper we consider the decay of a Higgs boson to a bottom quark pair and an additional jet at NNLO in QCD. In perturbation theory up to NNLO the partial decay width is expanded as follows: The above formula introduces the notation we will use in this paper: Γ X H→bbj defines the partial width at order X in perturbation theory, while ∆Γ X H→bbj defines the coefficient which enters the expansion for the first time at this order. Representative Feynman diagrams for our NNLO calculation are shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, at NNLO we need to compute twoloop amplitudes for H → bbg, one-loop amplitudes for H → bbgg and H → bbqq (including identical-quark terms H → bbbb), and tree-level amplitudes for H → bbggg, H → bbqqg, and H → bbbbg.
Radiative corrections to the H → bb decay were first studied nearly forty years ago [18] , when it was shown that there are sizable differences between calculations in the "massless theory", in which the b-quark mass is dropped in the phase space and kinematics but kept in the b-quark Yukawa coupling, and in the full theory, in which the b-quark mass is retained throughout. These differences were shown to be primarily due to logarithms of the form log (m 2 b /m 2 H ). It was also discussed how these effects can be reinstated in the massless theory by running the b-quark mass in the Yukawa coupling. Using the b-quark mass evolved to the Higgs scale in the massless theory results in much smaller differences between the two theories. This is advantageous since it is theoretically convenient to work in the massless limit, due to the reduced complexity of higher-order Feynman diagrams. In the massless theory the inclusive partial width for the H → bb decay channel is known to an impressive O(α 4 s ) accuracy [21] . The form factor for H → bb at three loops is also Figure 2 . Examples of Feynman diagrams that do not enter our calculation at NNLO.
known [24] , so that, once a NNLO calculation of H → bbj is complete, all of the component pieces for H → bb at N 3 LO are available. In this paper we will therefore work in the massless theory in which the b-quark mass is dropped from the phase space and kinematics, but kept in the Yukawa coupling with the b-quark mass run to the Higgs scale. As mentioned above, a result of the massless theory assumption is that it simplifies the calculation by reducing the number of Feynman diagrams which must be included at one and two loops. We refer in particular to diagrams in which the Higgs boson couples indirectly to the b-quarks, for which example topologies are shown in Fig. 2 . At O(α 3 s ) these diagrams interfere with the respective tree-level amplitudes for H → bbg and H → bbgg for the two-loop and one-loop calculations respectively. A simple helicity argument indicates that these interference terms are zero. In the H → bbg and H → bbgg tree-level amplitudes the scalar Higgs boson couples directly to the two (massless) quarks, which therefore must have identical helicity assignments (both positive or negative). On the other hand, the diagrams in which the Higgs couples implicitly to the b quarks as shown in Fig. 2 always result in the final-state bb pair coupling directly to a gluon. This vertex requires that the fermions have opposite helicities, and therefore there is no combination that allows non-zero interference terms to exist, resulting in no net contribution from these diagrams at NNLO (the H → bbgg box squared would first enter at O(α 4 s )). A slight subtlety arises when we consider the one-loop triangle diagram in which the Higgs boson couples indirectly to the bottom quarks (i.e the left diagram in Fig. 2 with no additional gluon exchanged in the loop). This diagram would self-interfere at O(α 3 s ) and is therefore not excluded from our NNLO calculation by the argument presented above. However, the trace over the fermion loop for this diagram contains five γ matrices and hence this term vanishes in the massless theory. In order for this diagram to give a nonzero contribution, the quark mass must be retained in the loop. This is the case when the loop particle is a top quark, and hence there exists a top Yukawa contribution which first enters at O(α 3 s ) in our calculation. Schematically, the perturbative expansion of the decay width Γ NNLO H→bbj in the full theory is of the form:
where y b and y t are the bottom and top Yukawa couplings respectively. From the arguments given above it is clear that in the full theory the interference terms y t y b B tb and y t y b C tb are suppressed by the bottom-quark mass (since a helicity flip is needed to make a non-zero interference term). However, since the top Yukawa coupling is large, these mixed terms are of phenomenological relevance. Specifically, in an effective theory in which the top-quark loop is integrated out, the term y t y b B tb contributes to around 30% of the O(α 2 s ) coefficient [25] . For our theoretical setup, the mixed term B tb and C tb are exactly zero. In addition, at O(α 3 s ) the pure top contribution y 2 t C t mentioned above needs to be included. Indeed, while formally this term enters the perturbative expansion as a one-loop squared contribution, the higher-order corrections are known to be large (and well-studied in the EFT approach). This means that for a good phenomenological description higher-order terms proportional to y 2 t should be included as well. The IR properties of this piece are further complicated by the presence of collinear singularities as the bb pair becomes unresolved (in the massless theory) since this piece factors onto a different LO term (H → gg). In this paper we drop the y 2 t term for two reasons. Firstly, we are interested in the theoretical computation of the y 2 b terms (which is new), while the study of the y 2 t contribution has received significant attention in the literature through the various studies of H + j at the LHC. Secondly, we wish to use this computation to perform the N 3 LO calculation of the y 2 b terms for H → bb. We leave the inclusion of the top Yukawa contributions to a future study, while we remind the reader that these contributions should be included before a complete phenomenological study is performed.
N -jettiness slicing
In order to regulate the IR divergences present in our NNLO calculation we employ the N -jettiness slicing method [26, 27] . Since there are three partons in the final state at LO we use the 3-jettiness variable τ 3 to separate our calculation into two pieces. For a parton-level event the 3-jettiness variable [28] is defined as follows:
where the index j runs over the m partons in the phase space (with momenta p j ), while q i represent the momenta of the three most energetic jets, clustered in our case with the Durham jet algorithm [29, 30] . Q i are the hard scales in the process, which are typically taken to be Q i = 2E i with E i the energy of the i-th jet. We then introduce a variable τ cut 3 that separates the phase space into two regions. The region τ 3 <τ cut 3 contains all of the doubly-unresolved regions of phase space and here the partial width can be approximated with the following convolution, derived from SCET [28, 31] :
In the above equation the terms J i correspond to the jet functions which describe collinear emissions, S denotes the soft function for three colored partons, and H is the processspecific hard function. The explicit expressions for the jet functions J i needed for our NNLO computation can be found in Ref. [32] . For the soft function, we use the results for the 1-jettiness soft function with arbitrary kinematics computed in Ref. [33] (see also Ref. [34] ). The calculation of the hard function for this process is one of the primary aims of this paper and is discussed in Section 3. In order for the approximate form of the partial width in Eq. (2.4) to be accurate, τ cut 3 should be taken as small as possible to minimize the power corrections which vanish in the limit τ cut 3 → 0.
The
Since any doubly-unresolved contribution resides in the region τ 3 < τ cut 3 , the region τ 3 > τ cut 3 corresponds to the NLO calculation of H → bbjj. The methods to compute one-loop expressions are by now well-established so we do not spend significant time on them here. In this section we limit ourselves to a brief description of the computation. One-loop amplitudes are computed analytically using the generalized unitarity approach [35] . Specifically, quadruple cuts are used to compute box coefficients [36] , triple cuts are used to compute the triangle coefficients [37] , double cuts are used to compute bubble coefficients [38] , and the rational pieces are computed using d-dimensional unitarity techniques as outlined in Ref. [39] . Our calculation is checked numerically using the d-dimensional unitarity algorithm presented in Ref. [40] . The resulting expressions are rather compact, with a similar level of complexity to the H → gggg amplitudes presented in Ref. [41] . Tree-level amplitudes are computed using the BCFW recursion relations [42] and all tree-level amplitudes present in the calculation have been checked against Madgraph [43] . Finally, IR divergences in the NLO calculation are regulated using Catani-Seymour dipole subtraction [44] .
Hard function for H → bbg at NNLO
In this section we describe the calculation of the hard function H of Eq. (2.4) for the process H → bbg at NNLO accuracy. We define the hard function as a perturbative series in powers of the renormalized strong coupling α s ≡ α s (µ) at the renormalization scale µ:
The LO, NLO, and NNLO coefficients of the hard function are
where M ( ),ren is the MS-renormalized -loop amplitude in the notation of Ref. [45] . The calculation of M ( ),ren with = 0, 1, 2 is described in the following sections.
Notation and kinematics
We consider the decay
The Mandelstam invariants for this process are defined as
and satisfy s + t + u = m 2 H with m H the mass of the Higgs boson. We also introduce the dimensionless quantities
which satisfy 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1, and x + y + z = 1.
We follow the notation introduced in Ref. [22] , in which the unrenormalized amplitude for H → bbg is written in terms of two tensor structures: 
The coefficients A m (m = 1, 2) have perturbative expansions in powers of α s :
where the coefficients A 
to the appropriate amplitude, namely
where M ( ) is the -loop amplitude written, for instance, as the sum of Feynman diagrams. The sum over the polarization states of the external gluon is performed as
where q is an auxiliary vector. In our calculation we choose q = p 1 .
Calculation
We now discuss he calculation of the coefficients A m to second order. We generate the tree-level, one-loop, and two-loop Feynman diagrams using FeynArts [46] . At tree level, by applying Eq. are written in terms of scalar one-loop and two-loop integrals respectively. We reduce them to an irreducible set of master integrals (MIs) using the programs Kira [47] and LiteRed [48] . The topologies needed to reduce all integrals appearing in the calculation are the same as those presented in Eqs. (3.2)-(3.5) of Ref. [22] .
At the one-loop level, there are two master integrals, namely the bubble and the box integral. Their explicit results are presented in Appendix A of Ref. [49] , where in particular the result for the box integral is given as a series in the regulator and in terms of HPLs [50] and two-dimensional HPLs (2dHPLs) [51, 52] .
At two loops, all required master integrals are known in the literature and can be divided into three groups: planar integrals, whose results are presented in Ref. [51] , nonplanar integrals, computed in Ref. [52] , and products of two one-loop integrals. As in the case of the one-loop box integral, the results for the two-loop planar and non-planar integrals are expressed as Laurent series in and in terms of HPLs and 2dHPLs. Furthermore, following the discussion in Section (3.3) of Ref. [49] , we observe that in our calculation each master integral can be present in up to six kinematic configurations (i.e. with all possible permutations of the independent external momenta p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ). This means that, after substituting the explicit results of the MIs, our results for the coefficients A ( ) m initially contain HPLs with three arguments (x, y, or z) and 2dHPLs with six combinations (x, y, or z in the index vector and in the argument). In order to simplify our expressions, we can express all HPLs and 2dHPLs appearing in the calculation in terms of HPLs and 2dHPLs belonging to one unique kinematic configuration. Following Refs. [49, 51, 52] , we choose 2dHPLs of argument y and index z and HPLs of arguments y and z as the unique set.
One way of obtaining the relations needed to convert all "spurious" HPLs to a unique set is by exploiting their integral representation and applying interchange of arguments formulae as described in Refs. [49, 51] . In this work we proceed in a slightly different way, following the work on multiple polylogarithms (MPLs), of which HPLs and 2dHPLs are examples, of Ref. [53] . In Ref. [53] it is shown that MPLs form a Hopf algebra and that a coproduct on MPLs can be defined. The coproduct allows one to systematically decompose MPLs of any weight into MPLs of lower weights. Since at weight 1 it is trivial to convert HPLs and 2dHPLs of different arguments and/or indices to a unique set, we can apply the coproduct with a bottom-up approach to find relations between HPLs and 2dHPLs of different kinematic configurations at any weight. In our case we derive all the relations required to reduce HPLs and 2dHPLs of up to weight 4 to the chosen set using the coproduct method. We also use GiNaC to numerically evaluate the 2dHPLs for checking purposes.
MS-renormalized amplitudes
We now construct the MS-renormalized amplitudes M ( ),ren that are needed for the hard function computation at NNLO accuracy. Through Eq. (3.6) this is equivalent to constructing the MS-renormalized coefficients A ( ),ren m .
UV renormalization
We start by removing the UV divergences from the coefficients A ( ) m computed in the previous section. We renormalize the bare strong coupling constant and Yukawa coupling by performing the replacements
, α s ≡ α s (µ) and y b ≡ y b (µ) at the renormalization scale µ. The renormalization factors are given by
14)
with r 1 , r 2 , s 1 , s 2 explicitly defined in Appendix A. By inserting Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) into Eqs. (3.6) and (3.8), we obtain the UV-finite coefficients A
IR subtraction and conversion to MS scheme
In order to obtain the hard function we remove the explicit soft and collinear divergences from the UV-renormalized coefficients. The IR structure of one-loop and two-loop QCD amplitudes is universally known [54] and can be written using Catani's subtraction operators I ( ) ( ). The finite coefficients A ( ),fin m are defined as
The explicit expressions of the subtraction operators for H → bbg can be found in Appendix A. In Appendix B we show the complete results for the coefficients A ( ),fin m . Specifically, following the notation of Eq. (4.4) of Ref. [22] , we write the coefficients as
with the coefficients A (0),fin m and B ( ) m;n presented in Appendix B. Finally, following the discussion in Section (2.1) of Ref. [45] , we obtain the MS-renormalized coefficients A ( ),ren m in the following way:
where C 0 and C 2 are defined in Appendix A. By using Eqs. (3.2)-(3.4) and (3.6) we obtain the hard function at NNLO accuracy. Explicitly, the interferences are constructed as follows:
where
Comparison with existing results
We can compare our results for the coefficients A ( ),fin m up to = 2 with the existing results in the literature [22] . At tree level the agreement is trivial. Since we defined the tensors T m;0 (namely the coefficients that do not contain any logarithms of −m 2 H /µ 2 ) we find numerical agreement only when y = z. This is explicitly shown in tables 1 and 2 where we perform a numerical comparison between the two sets of results for two random phase-space points. We have also verified that the analytic difference between the two results for both coefficients vanishes for y = z.
Factorization properties of the two-loop amplitude
Given the partial lack of agreement with the existing literature results it is important to seek verification of our calculation. A comprehensive test of our calculation is to investigate the analytic structure of our result in the limits in which one of the partons becomes unresolved. We do so by checking that our two-loop amplitude correctly reproduces the known IR factorization properties of QCD [55, 56] when the external gluon becomes either soft or collinear to one of the quarks.
Coefficient
Ref. [22] Our result B Table 2 . Numerical comparison between our two-loop results and those of Ref. [22] for y = 0.19 and z = 0.67 after adjusting for an overall 1/4 factor.
Soft-gluon limit
In the limit of soft gluon, the momentum of the gluon vanishes, i.e. p 3 → 0 which implies that y, z → 0 simultaneously. The soft-gluon limit at two loops reads: 28) where the relevant H → bb matrix elements and the soft currents in in order to compare it with the known soft limit S (2) H→bbg defined above. Since the soft limit diverges as (yz) −1 , we multiply both expressions by a factor of y z. We can also compare the 0 order of the expected soft limit with the results of Ref. [22] . In order to do that, we construct the 0 order of the unrenormalized IR-divergent two-loop coefficients from the literature results and then perform the interference with the tree-level amplitude as above. We show the obtained numerical results in table 3. The agreement between the known soft limit, our results, and the results of Ref. [22] is excellent. This is in line with the 2 . An overall factor of α expectations from the previous section, in which we established agreement between the two calculations when y = z (for which the soft limit represents a special case with y = z = 0).
Collinear limit
In the limit of the gluon becoming collinear to the outgoing quark, the invariant t vanishes which means y → 0 while z = 0. The collinear limit at two loops reads:
The splitting functions C (0) (y, z), C (1) (y, z), C (2) (y, z) are given in Appendix C. We compare our result for 2 Re M . We multiply both expressions by a factor of y to remove the leading divergence. We can also compare the 0 order of the expected collinear limit with the results of Ref. [22] as explained in the previous section. The numerical results are shown in table 4. We observe excellent agreement between our result and the known collinear limit. Since in this limit y = z, we do not find agreement with the literature results. Additionally, we have checked the other collinear limit, namely z → 0 at fixed y, and observe the same features.
Summary
In this section we have presented the computation of the hard function required to construct the τ 3 < τ cut 3 part of our NNLO calculation. We have compared our calculation to a similar existing result in the literature and found agreement for all but two of the coefficients in the series of ln (−m 2
. We have verified that our results reproduce the known soft and collinear limits at this order, and are therefore confident in using our results for the phenomenology presented in the subsequent sections of this paper.
Results
We have implemented the results discussed in the previous sections into a fully-flexible parton-level Monte Carlo code. Our code is based upon the existing structure of MCFM [57] [58] [59] [60] and could be easily included in a future release of the code. Here we present phenomenological results for H → bbj . As outlined in Section 2, the b-quark mass is set to zero kinematically, but kept in the Yukawa coupling. In order to account for some of the effects of the missing b-mass terms we evolve the b-quark mass to the Higgs scale (m H = 125 GeV) using the two-loop running for NLO predictions, and three-loop running for NNLO predictions. This results in an effective b-quark mass of 2.94 GeV at NNLO (for our central scale choice µ = m H ). We also use G F = 0.116639 × 10 −4 GeV −2 and m W = 80.385 GeV. We take α s (m Z ) = 0.118 and we run the coupling at one, two, and three loops for LO, NLO, and NNLO calculations respectively. All results in this paper compute the width in units of MeV. In order to compute rates and distributions for H → bbj, a jet algorithm must be applied. In this paper we will present results using the Durham jet algorithm [29, 30] , which takes the variable y cut as an input variable. Starting at the parton level, the algorithm computes the following quantity for every possible pair of partons (i, j):
where E i is the energy of parton i, θ ij is the angle between partons i and j, and in our case Q = m H . If y ij < y cut the pairs are combined into a new object with momentum p i + p j . The algorithm then repeats until no further clusterings are possible and the remaining objects are classified as jets. These algorithms have been widely used at LEP to study e + e − → jets, which is the process most similar to our H → bbj calculation. Our results are presented in the Higgs rest frame. We first validate our calculation by studying the dependence of the NNLO coefficient on the unphysical slicing parameter τ cut 3 . To do so we focus on three representative clustering options corresponding to y cut = 0.1, 0.002 and 10 −4 . These choices span the various regions of interest theoretically and experimentally. The value y cut = 0.1 is within the perturbative regime, in which the higher-order corrections are expected to be small and agreement with future data should be good (assuming similarity to the NNLO calculations of e + e − → jets [61, 62] ). The second choice y cut = 0.002 corresponds to the region in which the threejet rate peaks. Finally, the choice y cut = 10 −4 is around the region in which the NNLO three-jet rate turns negative and becomes unphysical (the need for resummation of large y cut logarithms has set in long before this value is reached). The final choice is of particular relevance to this paper, since it corresponds to integrating the NNLO calculation with a very weak jet cut. Creating stable (and slicing-independent) results in this region allows us to test the code in phase-space configurations which correspond to two hard jets and one soft/collinear jet. Such configurations occur copiously in the calculation of H → bb at N 3 LO (where the soft jet is not required), and therefore establishing our code here is a prerequisite for this computation.
Our results for the three y cut values are presented in Fig. 3 . Asymptotic behavior is established in each region, with the dependence on missing power corrections having, as expected, a notable dependence on y cut . For the larger choices the dependence on τ cut for y cut = 10 −4 is greater and asymptotic behavior is found for τ cut 3 ≤ 0.005 GeV. We therefore conclude that the power corrections are under control and that our code can be used to make phenomenological predictions. We note in passing that an LHC jet would be clustered using a k T -style algorithm and a jet with around p T > 30 GeV would loosely scale like m 2 H y cut ∼ 30 GeV, so that the LHC case would look most like our results obtained when y cut ∼ 0.1. In this region we have established that the power corrections are small and under control, and therefore our code Figure 4 . The three-jet rate at LO, NLO, and NNLO as a function of y cut for the Durham jet algorithm. The renormalization scale is set to µ = m H .
could readily be applied to LHC processes such as pp → V (H → 3j). We leave this study to future work.
In Fig. 4 we show the exclusive three-jet rate at LO, NLO, and NNLO as a function of y cut . We present results for the three-jet rate normalized to the N 3 LO H → bb inclusive rate [21] . In order to make each prediction we have set τ cut where we observe improvement of around a factor of two. For instance, at y cut = 0.1 the overall scale dependence of the jet rate at NNLO is {+3, −6}%, compared to {+11, −10}% for the same jet cut at NLO.
In Fig. 5 we turn our attention to differential distributions. We present the differential distribution for the energy component (rescaled by the Higgs mass) of the maximum-energy jet in three-jet events clustered with y cut = 0.2, 0.02, and 0.002. Comparing the three curves we observe that as y cut decreases new phase space opens up near what would correspond to a two-jet LO topology, which occurs around m H /2. These configurations correspond to two nearly back-to-back jets with a soft/collinear third jet. In the perturbative region of y cut = 0.2 the prediction is more physically sensible, the majority of jets having an energy close to m H /3 with the most energetic jet peaking slightly higher than this value. For the cases y cut =0.2 and 0.02 the ratio of NNLO to NLO is reasonably flat and small (between 5−10%) until E max /m H becomes large enough that there is no LO phase space configuration possible. In this region the NLO prediction is the first non-zero prediction and it is hence susceptible to large corrections at the next order. The scale variation mimics that of the total jet rate and is reasonably flat in the region in which the phase space is accessible to all of the contributing parton-level phase spaces. We have also computed differential distributions for smaller values of y cut = 2 × 10 −4 . They are not presented in Fig. 5 since, for such a small value of y cut , the differential prediction is negative over a large range of phase space. We mention these predictions here simply to note that the code can produce stable distributions with small MC uncertainties even in this region, which is relevant to the N 3 LO results obtained in our companion paper.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented the calculation of H → bbj at NNLO. We have focused on the contributions in which the Higgs boson couples directly to bottom quarks. We have performed an independent computation of the two-loop amplitudes needed at this order, finding partial agreement with a previous calculation in the literature. We checked our result using the known IR factorization properties of QCD when the emitted gluon becomes soft or collinear to one of the fermions. We found complete agreement with the predictions in both limits, while the existing literature calculation was only valid in the soft limit. We have presented the two-loop amplitudes for H → bbg in full in the Appendix.
In order to regulate the IR divergences present at this order we used the N -jettiness slicing technique to separate the calculation into two components. In the region of small τ 3 we use SCET to construct an approximate form of the decay width. We used a computation of the 1-jettiness soft function, valid for arbitrary kinematics, coupled with the known jet functions and our computation of the hard function to construct the below-cut piece. The region τ 3 >τ cut 3 corresponds to the NLO computation of the H → bbjj process, for which we calculated all of the needed helicity amplitudes using on-shell techniques of generalized unitarity for the one-loop pieces and BCFW recursion relations for the H → bbjjj tree-level amplitudes.
We implemented our results into a Monte Carlo code, based upon the existing Njettiness slicing calculations of MCFM, and used it to produce differential distributions and jet rates for H → bbj at NNLO using the Durham jet algorithm. Our calculation neglected top quark-induced contributions, which are phenomenologically relevant. By combing our results with the available H + j EFT results we can produce predictions for H → bbj relevant for the LHC and FCs which include both top and bottom Yukawa contributions. Additionally, by performing the appropriate kinematic crossings of our results we can compute pp → H + b at NNLO for LHC kinematics. We leave these applications to future studies.
One of the main goals of this paper was to investigate whether a stable (slicingindependent) Monte Carlo code could be constructed for very small jet cuts. We have established this by presenting rates and differential distributions for a variety of values of the jet-clustering variable y cut . We are therefore able to effectively integrate out the jet at NNLO and use our results in a N 3 LO calculation. We pursue this approach in a companion paper to this article.
A Formulae for renormalization and IR subtraction
The renormalization coefficients of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.15) are defined as
and
The subtraction operators I ( ) ( ) for generic QCD processes can be found in Ref. [54] . For completeness, we show here the explicit expressions for the subtraction operators in CDR for the process H → bbg :
Finally, we present the expressions for C 0 and C 2 in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25). The coefficient C 0 corresponds to the 0 order of the series expansion of I (1) ( ). Explicitly:
where for brevity L(a) = ln −
+ ln a. The coefficient C 2 is defined as
B One-loop and two-loop coefficients for H → bbg 
At one loop the coefficients read: 
2;2 = B 
+ 2zH(0, 1, 0; z) + 6zH(1, 1, 0; z) − 2H(1, 1, 0; z) 
1;0,c = − 
+ H(0; y)H(0, 1; z) + H(0, 1; z)H(1 − z; y) + H(1; z)H(0, z; y) where S (0) (y, z) and S (1) (y, z) have been adapted from Eqs. (12), (13) , and (26) of Ref. [63] , while S (2) (y, z) is taken from Eq. (11) of Ref. [55] .
The collinear functions in Eq. (3.29) are
n ( ) (C.8)
n ( ) Sp 
